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After Suri, a popular lesbian student is raped at a Wesleyan University frat house,
Jorge, an undocumented latino student is accused of the brutal assault. As the
meager evidence against Jorge is slowly discredited, both the student body and
media became deeply divided. 

What starts as a “she said, she said” account of sexual identity and homophobia,
evolves into a nasty and racially charged battle. 

BIG SISTER is a provocative and addictive take on consent and gender for the
Instagram generation.
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/ ˈjinjər / bred / hous /

 -(Noun) A novelty confectionary,

shaped like a building that is made of

cookie dough, cut and baked into

appropriate components like walls and

roofing.   

                                                      

 -(Show) A short-form comedy about

three redheaded pals who escape the

hellscape of America post-election to

work and live undercover as Irish

people in a bread bakery in Dublin.
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SYNOPSIS
When post-election America goes to
shite, redheaded besties Taylor, Sonja,
and Brendan feck off across the pond
to work and live undercover above a
bread bakery in Dublin. Between
dealing with Taylor’s milquetoast Irish
boyfriend, suppressing Sonja and
Brendan’s budding romance, and
struggling to master every confusingly
named “pudding”, all while navigating
their newfound identities (Saoirse,
Aoife, and Padraig), these three eejits
are defo having the craic. Welcome to
the Ginger Bread House.
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EPISODES
Ep 1- When the US election goes south,
Taylor latches onto her boring Irish
boyfriend to hop the pond with her
two besties, Brendan and Sonja, to
work in his family’s bakery in Dublin.

Ep 2- Taylor, Brendan, and Sonja are
left alone at the bakery to bake a Boris
Johnson cake but none of them know
what he looks like.

Ep 3- Their nosey neighbor stops by
with a welcome-to-the-neighborhood
pudding for the three “siblings” and
begins to suspect that they are not as
Irish as they seem.
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Ep 4- While the crew is out celebrating
Bloomsday, Taylor meets a hot Irish
poet named Ulysses that she dreams of
leaving her boyfriend for.

Ep 5- At the pub, Sonja’s Irish accent
slips and she shows off her Irish dance
skills to prove that she belongs. (Fun
Fact: Real-Life Sonja is an Irish step
dancer).

Ep 6- Brendan ruins an entire batch of
soda bread with Coke.

Ep 7- Their nosey neighbor spots
Brendan and Sonja making out on their
way home from the pub and adds it to
her list of suspicions. 
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Ep 8- When a few new friends invite
them to a hurling match, the three
Americans mistakenly prep for a
competitive eating competition.

Ep 9- After much trial and error, the
three make their first successful batch
of bread puddings and give one to their
nosey neighbor.

Ep 10- It is Bachelors’ Day in Ireland,
and Taylor dumps her total pasteboard
of a boyfriend and proposes to Ulysses
to unexpected results. 
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A redhead who hails from Kentucky, TAYLOR
CORIELL is a New York-based actor, writer, and
award-winning filmmaker. The first season of
her digital series, You're The Pest, received a spot
in Big Vision, Empty Wallet's Kickstart Diversity
incubator, and made a highly successful run of
the international festival circuit, collecting
awards and nominations for Best Acting, Best
Ensemble, Best Writing, Best Comedy, and Best
of The Fests along the way. She is a two-time
semifinalist for the Sundance/YouTube New
Voices Lab, and she originated the role of Pam
Beesly in the Off-Broadway hit The Office! A
Musical Parody in NYC where she recently
finished her year long run in the Keds-of-honor.
You can check out her other recent writing,
directing, and producing projects at
taylorcoriell.com. On a related note, Taylor
drinks a lot of coffee.
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A redhead who hails from Virginia, BRENDAN
SOKLER is an AEA/SAG-AFTRA actor/creator
based in New York City. When not producing his
own work through Punching Up Productions he
can usually be found on the stages of The Pearl,
The Pit, The Brick, The Flea...and many other
theatres starting with the word “The.” At The
Flea he was the associate producer of the late
night theatrical competition known as Serials
and also acted in a Joel Shumacher-helmed
Neighborhood 3. When asked what Justice
League member he thought Brendan would be
good to play he said Green Lantern, but
everyone else has said Flash. Brendan handles
people the way master chefs handle a fine
risotto: carefully and to the ire of Gordon
Ramsey.
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A redhead who hails from Nova Scotia, SONJA
O'HARA is an award-winning actor, writer &
director represented by WME and Management
360. She is the creator of the critically acclaimed
series DOOMSDAY ("Best of Fest" - ITVFest)
which was a semi-finalist for the Sundance
Episodic Lab. A Streamy Nominee (for “Best Indie
Series”), Sonja was presented the “Best Director”
award out of 4000 submissions at The New York
Television Festival. Sonja was chosen as one of
the “10 Filmmakers To Watch” by Independent
Magazine. (Past recipients include Barry Jenkins,
Oscar winning director of MOONLIGHT.) Sonja
recently directed the feature film ROOT LETTER,
an adaptation of the popular Japanese video
game, written by Tribeca Film Festival Narrative
Prize winner David Ebeltoft, which will be
released in 2021. Her newest series ASTRAL was
greenlit for six episodes with Emmy winning
production company Adaptive Studios and Sonja
will write, act  and direct. She was a guest speaker
at the "Indie TV" panel at SXSW. 
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